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How is your seafood caught?
capture method
Purse seine netting

SARDINES

Sardinops sagax

Tinned

Snoekies (Bait)

Petfood

Anchovy
Engraulis encrasicolus

Most are used for ﬁshmeal and oil.
FISHMEAL is generally
used to feed farm animals
such as pigs, poultry, and
farmed ﬁsh.
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Fine mesh nets are used to
encircle enormous shoals of
small ﬁsh that swim near the
surface of the ocean.
The net is pulled closed like a
bag and the catch is hauled
aboard the vessel.

capture method
Purse seine netting

Fine mesh nets are used to
encircle enormous shoals of
small ﬁsh that swim near the
surface of the ocean.
The net is pulled closed like a
bag and the catch is hauled
aboard the vessel.

Deep water Hake

Merluccius paradoxus

shallow water Hake
Merluccius capensis

capture method
Deep sea bottom trawl

Dragging a net across the
seabed to catch ﬁsh that
live there.

Kingklip
Genypterus capensis

capture methods
Deep sea bottom trawl
Deep sea long line
Dragging a net across the
seabed to catch ﬁsh that
live there.

Agulhas sole
Austroglossus pectoralis

capture method
Inshore bottom trawl
Dragging a net across the
seabed to catch ﬁsh that
live there.
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Swordfish
Xiphias gladius

Kingklip

Tuna
Many species

Genypterus capensis

capture method
Long line

Lines of up to several kilometres
long, with hundreds of baited
hooks are set near the sea
surface (pelagic longlines) or on
the seabed (demersal longlines).
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Tuna
Many species

Nets are used to encircle
shoals of tuna.
The net is pulled closed like a bag
and the catch is hauled
aboard the vessel.
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capture methods
Tuna pole-line ﬁshing
Purse seine netting

Long bamboo poles with short
lines and baited hooks are used
speciﬁcally to catch tuna.
The ﬁsh are hauled aboard
the boat with gaﬀs.

capture method
Jigging

SQUiD
Loligo reynaudii

Calamari

Calamari rings

Chokka ﬁshing boats - St Francis Bay

Chokka bait

Squid are attracted to boats
at night by powerful lights
and caught with lures that
are hauled vertically
through the water.
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Snoek
Thyrsites atun

capture method
Commercial line ﬁshing
Caught in the commercial lineﬁshery,
using handlines from small boats.

Also caught as bycatch in the
midwater trawl ﬁshery.
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Bycatch are ﬁsh caught that
are not the primary targetted species.

mullet
Liza richardsonii

A traditional ﬁshery where shoals
of ﬁsh are encircled with a long net
dragged by a rowing boat,
and hauled up onto the beach.

PRAWNS
Multiple species

capture method
Beach seine netting
Gill netting
A small meshed net is anchored
in one position and ﬁsh that
swim into the net are caught.

capture method
Bottom trawl nets
Dragging a net across the seabed to
catch prawns that live there.
Bottom trawling is known to damage
the seabed and is non-selective,
resulting in the incidental bycatch
of a number of other species.
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rock lobsters
South Coast Palinurus gilchristi
West Coast Jasus lalandii

capture method
Lobster traps
Traps are baited and set on
the seaﬂoor to catch
rock lobsters and crabs.

West Coast rock lobster traps - Lamberts Bay

Abalone (perlemoen)
Haliotis midae

capture method
Hookah or SCUBA diving
Licensed divers use “hookah” to
breathe while they are on the seabed.
There is a compressor on the boat
which delivers air to a mouthpiece or
diving helmet through a long hosepipe.
Many abalone are poached because
Ask
restaurants
this seafood
fetches
high and
prices seafood
in Asia. suppliers
not to sell
overexploited tuna
species.
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Oysters
Striostrea margaritacea

capture method
Pickers on the rocks
Long line oyster farming
In South Africa most
oysters available for
purchase in markets and
restaurants are now farmed.

LINE FISH
Various species

Lineﬁshing oﬀ boats using a
rod or handline.
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capture method
Commercial line ﬁshing

